
120 DAY TIMELINE 
REMEMBER NOONE CAN AND/OR NOONE WILL 

DO THIS FOR YOU ________. YOU MUST DO THIS 

FOR YOURSELF! 

 
CORE TOPICS: You should date the sections on completion! 
 

TECHNOLOGY READ IT VOD TECH LABS FULL LAB 

     

     

     

     

     

     

 

This section should take no more than 30-45 days as it’s a review of the big 6. This 

review is best completed in 1-4 days each. During this time, work to complete 1 to 2 

full labs each week outside of the 5 used for prep. 2-3 TS labs need to be used during 

this time. 

 Refresh yourself on the core knowledge materials related to these technologies.  

 Each section should be intermixed with the VOD and/or if possible Tech Labs. 

 Once starting Full Labs pick 5 full labs completing the sections related to the 

technologies covered in this section.  

 

ADD-ON TOPICS: You should date the sections on completion! 
 

TECHNOLOGY READ IT VOD TECH LABS FULL LAB 

     

     

     

     

     

     

 

This section should take no more than 45-90 days as it’s a review. This review is best 

completed in 1-5 days each. During this time, work to complete 2 to 3 full labs each 

week outside of the 5 used for prep. 3-4 TS labs need to be done each week. 

 Refresh yourself on the core knowledge materials related to these technologies.  

 Each section should be intermixed with the VOD and/or if possible Tech Labs. 

 Once starting Full Labs pick 5 full labs completing the sections related to the 

technologies covered in the first section in addition to this section.  

 

ALL OUT MISSION:  

Somewhere in completing this sheet _________ you need to take the written and 

sechedule the lab!  
At this point you should have completed 10-14 full labs. Over the next few weeks you 

should be completing 2-3 full labs a week. Reuse all the labs already completed [Under 4 

hours per half ex. (If the lab has 16 items you should be able to do 8 under 4 hrs)] 


